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Dear Connecticut Legislator, 

We urge you to support of House Bill 6714, a bill that would encourage communication between 
incarcerated people and their loved ones. Communication for incarcerated people with the outside 
world has been shown to have significant positive individual and community outcomes. Despite these 
fiscal and social benefits, it has come to our attention that H.B. 6714 has raised budgetary concerns. 
Accordingly, we have outlined a detailed cost analysis for the provision of prison telephone services in 
Connecticut. 
 

Background 

Connecticut currently ranks 49th in the country in affordability for a phone call from prison with a 15-
minute call running as high as $4.87. Thanks to these exorbitant rates, in FY 2017-2018, Connecticut 
communities paid $13.3 million (excluding deposit fees and taxes) for phone calls with their 
incarcerated loved ones. Securus recorded roughly $5.6 million of that as revenue and the state 
received $7.7 million in kickbacks. 
  

Cost-Analysis  

In determining the cost of providing telephone service in prisons or jails, other jurisdictions 
contemplating similar legislation have simply held flat the previous year’s annual call revenues, also 
referred to as the annual “contract value” by vendors. However, because Connecticut’s rates are 
especially high, the state has significant room to negotiate down this cost and, in taking on this cost, 
the strong incentive to do so. 

Based on call rates: Below we have outlined the cost of service that Connecticut would start 
negotiations from if it had the same cost structure (i.e. call rates and commissions) that each of its 

 Connecticut Rhode Island New York Pennsylvania Massachusetts
Rates

Prepaid - Instate $0.243 $0.029 $0.043 $0.059 $0.100
Prepaid - Interstate $0.210 $0.029 $0.043 $0.059 $0.110
Direct Bill - Instate $0.325 $0.029 $0.043 $0.059 $0.100
Direct Bill - Interstate $0.250 $0.029 $0.043 $0.059 $0.140

Total Cost to Community $13,274,449 $1,670,351 $2,448,506 $3,337,827 $5,710,114
Commission $7,707,465 $0 $0 $1,145,348 $4,296,478

Est. Cost of Service $5,566,983 $1,670,351 $2,448,506 $2,192,479 $1,413,636
Difference (70%) (56%) (61%) (75%)



 

neighbors currently has, holding Connecticut’s call volume flat. All the states included in the analysis 
contract with Securus. According to this analysis, if Connecticut had the same call rates as Rhode 
Island last year, the estimated cost of service would be just $1.7 million as compared to the $5.6 
million one might project based on last year’s revenue.  

Based on value per person: Securus cites its experience working with state departments of correction 
when it submits responses to Requests for Proposals for new contracts. It typically cites its most 
profitable state contracts, and among them, Connecticut. Below is a cost analysis based on the 
contracts that Securus most often cites in their proposals, outlining the contract value, which includes 
commissions paid to the state, that Connecticut would start negotiations from if it was working from the 
same value per incarcerated person as the company’s most profitable contracts. According to this 
analysis, if Connecticut’s contract with Securus had the same value per incarcerated person as New 
Mexico, the estimated cost of service (i.e. contract value adjusted for commissions) would be just $1.7 
million as compared to the $5.6 million one might project based on last year’s revenue.  

         Source: Response to Pennsylvania RFP for ITS (2014) 

Having clearly established that the cost of providing telephone service in Connecticut’s correctional 
facilities is likely to be much lower than current projections, we want to address other common 
concerns that we have heard regarding costs and the service contract.   

• Call Volume: Increases in call volume driven by the elimination of costs to the calling parties 
are often cited to derail advocacy efforts to make communication free for directly impacted 
communities. Today, prisons are one of the few places where people are still charged per 
minute for phone calls; the cost structure is antiquated and allows for excessive abuse. 
Consider this illustration: The telecom provider in your legislative office does not charge you 
per minute for service. If it did, you would be financially incentivized against answering your 
constituents' calls. Note also that the cost analysis above based on value per person makes the 
volume of call minutes irrelevant. It is time prison telecom falls in line with modern practices. 

• Contract Terms: Often legislation seeks to address issues that contracting has quite frankly 
failed to do. Nearly every corporate contract has a clause that invalidates any contract clauses 
that become illegal based on changes to law during the contract term. Moreover, the state’s 
contract with Securus has explicit language in its termination clause that gives the state the right 
to terminate the contract without notice and without cause. Specifically, the contract language 
states, “Notwithstanding any provisions in this Contract, the State, through a duly authorized 
employee, may Terminate the Contract whenever the State makes a written determination that 
such Termination is in the best interests of the State” (see page 20 of the state contract).  

• Implementation: We have heard legislators raise concerns about continuation of services if the 
bill was to pass and the potential of Securus “ripping out the phones” in facilities. This bill, like 
many others, would have an implementation period. In New York City, the Department of 

 Connecticut New Mexico Louisiana Missouri
Stated Contract Value $13,274,449 $1,000,000 $8,000,000 $12,000,000

Number of People Served 11,735            6,700              38,000            38,000            
Value per Person $1,131 $149 $211 $316

Est. Contract Value $13,274,449 $1,751,493 $2,470,526 $3,705,789
Difference (69%) (56%) (33%)

https://biznet.ct.gov/SCP_Documents/Results/10774/Contract%20Master%20Agreement%203.1.12.pdf


 

Correction had 270 days before the law took effect to either renegotiate the contract with the 
existing provider (also Securus) or to rebid the service contract. Done correctly, there is no 
reason to believe that passing legislation that would make communication free would create 
an interruption of services to directly impacted communities.  

• Loss of Revenue: Though the state revenue created by prison telephone calls is incredibly 
small as compared to the department budgets it touches, we understand that it is not 
negligible. However, the loss to these department budgets must be addressed by the state and 
not shifted onto communities of color and poverty. Moreover, commissions have been 
declining in recent years due to federal legislation. Given continued advocacy efforts on this 
front, it would be prudent for Connecticut to stop depending on commission revenue. 
Ultimately, we should not be charging directly impacted families a special tax through phone 
calls to pay for state operations and core state functions like rehabilitation and probation—it is 
neither ethical nor sustainable and misrepresents state priorities.  

Finally, it is important to note that while these analyses address the immediately and direct costs 
related to H.B. 6714, they do not consider the cost benefits of the bill. Calls and visits are lifelines 
to the outside world and critical to maintaining important relationships and community ties for 
incarcerated people. Research has shown that communication between incarcerated people and 
their loved ones increases safety within prisons and jails, decreases recidivism and improves 
reentry outcomes upon release, and mitigates separation trauma for children with incarcerated 
parents. Each of these outcomes has substantial cost benefits, the largest of which comes in 
reducing incarceration. These cost benefits far outweigh the annual cost of providing telephone 
service. 

The passage of H.B. 6714 comes down to spending priorities, not absolute costs. By removing the 
cost barrier to communication between incarcerated people and their loved ones, H.B. 6714 will 
improve outcomes for directly impacted people and public safety for the Connecticut community at 
large, saving Connecticut both money and lives in the long run. 

 

Regards,  

 

Bianca Tylek 
Executive Director 


